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NOTE 
FROM 
EDI-
TORS

I have a crush on you

Crush fanzine  came out of both 
furstration and an unexplainable 
desire to see, collect, cut out, paste, 
gather visuals of the same person 
or subject. It can be described 
as an endless  journal, secretly 
kept under the bed, a collection 
of images relating to the same 
object of our desire (conscious 
or unconscious ,admitted or not, 
personal or universal) obsessive, 
to the largest extend of the word 
positive and negative, would be 
the best definition of our current 
editorial project a  stimulating 
collection of drawings, pictures, 
novels and clipping all dedicated 
to one specific theme, like the 
experience of flipping through 
the many pages of a 10 pounds 
magazine to finally find what you 
never knew you were looking 
for and be in awe of crisp black 
and white details of someone‘s 
features, look, aura depicted on a 
photo.

When you have a crush on 
someone, you develop some kind 
of attraction. Without it we could 
never find ourselves in love, out 
of love, or chasing love.  It twists 
us in ways we never thought any 
thing could. It inspires us to write 
anonymous letters, change our 
appearance, and lose countless 
hours of sleep... 

Our first crush is Arthur, an 
accomplished 25 years old soccer 
player who also kindly share 
his good looks with the fashion 
industry as one of the most 
requested male model.
 
Arthur shows up, poses, play a 
soccer game with his team mates 
or give us his best look for a 
polaroid (or digitals)-then leaves, 
but his charisma remains in the 
room and on paper. He did manage 
to captivate our imagination for 
couple years now, providing many 
photographers and art directors 
with sensitional images . 

Here is our first issue of 
crushfanzine, please meet  “ King 
Arthur” long live the king!

NICOLAS 
& KHARY

A IS 4 AR-THUR
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FEATURES
ARTHURonARTHUR [ Arthur takes his own pics]

BOYZ-VS- GIRLS [Hangin w/ the homies & hangin w/ the honies]

BACK OFF [Someone stole pics from my book]

PARTS [mmmhmmm]

ART [Fan Fic & Fantasy Fic]

 Rey Arturo de Miguel Villalobos
Pool by Arnaldo Anaya-Lucca

Goal! by Nicolas Wagner
Vive Le Roi de Nicolas Wagner

He Knew Me, He Looked Right Through Me 
by Nicolas Wagner

As a loyal subject, Matt does the 
bidding of King Arthur.

PORTFOLIO

The INTERN 
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AonA
ARTHUR SHARED SOME PERSONAL PICTURES 
AND ANSWERS A FEW QUESTIONS 
AND WE GET TO PEEK.

frm:ksimon@crushfanzine.com
to: soccerplaya@crushfanzine.com
re: 24 questions to get all up in your business

> 1 how many people live with you. 1
> 2. if you had a pet what would you get? dog
> 3. what type of dog? french mastiff
> 4. what would you name it? tyson
> 5. who is the most famous person you ever met? stephanie seymour
> 6. what sound do you hate? children crying
> 7. what is your favorite book? troy & enemy by the gate
> 8. what seat do you like on a plane? isle or window...not middle
> 9. how do you relieve stress? play soccer
> 10. u ever do drugs or drink? barely drink/no drugs
> 11. who is your hero? my mum
> 13. what religion are you? russian orthodox
> 14. what’s your favorite food? pasta and seafood
> 15. what did want to be when you grew up? an astronaut
> 16. what is your favorite holiday? christmas
> 17. what was your first job? flyer boy
> 18. what do you still want to be? a pro soccer player
> 19. what type of car do u drive? benz (want new rims)
> 20. what’s your favorite city? New York
> 21. what is your favorite cartoon character? tom and jerry
> 22. which one do you relate to? jerry
> 23. what is your favorite thing to do on a rainy day? cuddle and 
> watch movies with my girl
> 24. where do you most find yourself singing? in the shower
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XX X XX X

BOYZ vs GIRLS
I first met my best bud Mike in the beginning of freshman year. Classes began a week earlier so the school put together a mixer so that 
the new kids wont be so nervous about being in a new environment. One day of after a bunch of actual “getting to know you exercises” 
I saw a cluster of dudes coming in from tag football. It was raining but everyones spirits were high. Funny how before school began we 
all had that nervous anticipation and politeness. Kinda like the familiarizing moment one would get before parachuting out of a plane. 

Then this big jawed dickwadd sat next to me and introduced himself. “My name is Mike. What’s yours?” I almost began to laugh be-
cause it seemed so open and friendly. I said my “what’s up” and I kept it brief. I could tell he was a stand up guy just by the firmness of 
his handshake. Mike turned out to be one of my best friends during school. He was my homie when we chased the honeys and he was 
my “ride or die” dude when it came to the great fight between us and the rival Owls that following spring. 

X
X X

X

X
XXX X

guess im just a little jealous

the homies and the honeys When i got one.

I first saw Nikki Ivanov when she first moved to Sunset Park. I fucked her cousin Sherri once in high school. No biggie. I didn’t 
even know they were related till Ramon Garcia said that they looked alike. It just never occurred to me.  

It started in the 7th grade. All my friends already had one and they began to look at me funny. “So u goin to show us your new 
girl?” they’d say as if I owed them something. Marcus was always the loudest AND the biggest dickhead. I knew he didn’t do none 
of the stuff he said he did. Always with an apple Blow Pop. Always acting insecure. 

Don’t get me wrong. I wanted a girl. I wanted one real bad. It’s all I thought about but to just say hi to a girl my mouth got dry and 
my tounge froze.

Then I met Nikki. She was a little short, a little thick, had brown hair and Russian grandparents. She said jokes, farted infront of 
me and Tony P said she liked me.

Right after July 4th Kevin Kuznetsov had a bday BBQ at his step moms house by Coney Island. Nikki was there. She smelled like 
cigarettes and she kept staring me. So I stared back. The next day Tony emailed me about what Nikki said after I left. “Your friend 
is kinda cute”.

So the next day I called her. Her mom and my mom kinda knew each other  so I had her number. We talked. She was cool and we 
went together until about Thanksgiving of that year. The way I remember it,  it was no big deal. Just easy. Later, Nikki heard that I 
told Jason Perez that I stuck my tounge in her throat.

I don’t even remember anymore if that was true but I do always got love for Nilkki. Since then there have been more girls, more 
serious relationships and more adventures but that summer and fall will always be remembered.

X
all personal photos by arthur
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OFF

He is INTOXICATING . That’s what his eyes are all about. Though there are hun-
dreds of male models booked for very good jobs everyday, only one can rise above 
the pack and be destine for something better.  He is a part of a choice group 
achieves that elusive ideal, booking those maximum visibility campaigns and 
editorials, shot by the world’s most influential photographers. 

Visibility is what the smart model converts into dollars and longevity, driving up 
his catalogue rates and converting his status from fad to fixture. Crushing the 
competition and crushing the hearts of his fans, Arthur takes all that life has to 
offer in and out of fashion.  Many of the best have shot him, yet he takes it all in 
stride. His book is full of tears but his soul is full of dreams. The following are a 
brief sample of what this kid has to offer.

b a c k  
SOME OF A’S HIGHTLIGHTS IN THE 
MODELING GAME
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hell yeah!!!
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Photo: A
rnaldo A

naya-Lucca
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PARTS
“ Knights... Brothers and arms... Your courage has been testet beyond all limits.”
King Arthur
photos by Khary Simon
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But I am not repelled by his binging. Somehow, knowing 
more of his dirty habits has only made him more interesting 
to me and the initial feeling of enangered jealousy I felt when 
I saw him completely nude for the first and only time have 
evolved into admiration, hoping for the next time to see the 
un-clothed layers of flat muscle and abundant elastin and 
appropriately scattered patches of hair. 
Knowing his schedule and his habits and his life, one might 
think I have ulterior motives. I don’t plot to trap him in a 
dark alley, though, but I could and I could make him like that 
dark alley and everything it would entail. I’m sure I could. 
But I won’t. I can’t. There’s something to be said for distance. 
If he knew I was watching him, if he knew I gave him that 
necklace (Oh! That I were a necklace upon that neck that I 
might touch that chest!), the hope I have of him loving my 
every move like I do his might be obliterated like a virgin’s 
purity on prom night. So I stay in the dark, keep him in the 
light, out of respect for his godliness and for avoidance of my 
potential humiliation. 

The fact is, it’s far too easy to become obsessed with someone, 
with anyone. It’s easier, though, when that someone is your 
devastatingly attractive, magnetic, Adonis, perfectly formed 
older brother.

Gordon West 

I gave him his favorite necklace, 
but he doesn’t even know it. I slipped it into the 
side pocket of his rumpled, burgundy leather gym 
bag while he showered away two hours of soccer 
practice not more than twelve feet from me. 
Twelve feet. I lingered over his belongings for a 
few seconds, running my finger over the stitches 
in his meticulously folded jeans, along the well-
worn straps of his bag, skipping my fingernail 
over the grooves of the zippered pockets. As 
soon as I heard the squeaking faucets turn off, 
I bounded into the security of shadows and he 
emerged from the stalls, clad in a towel and blue 
flips flops. Stopping in front of a row of nearby 
sinks and mirrors, he began slinging the water 
out of the dark curls of his hair like a saturated 

(FAN FIC)
poodle, resulting in a silly but sexy pompadour 
style that only he and a certain Rockabilly singer 
could get away with. 

Hidden in the dark recesses of an obligingly empty 
corner, I impatiently watched as he approached 
his bag and rummaged for underwear finding not 
only his signature black low-cut briefs, but also 
the necklace I placed on top of them only moments 
before.  It was a simple silver chain with a round 
medallion bearing an A, the first initial of both 
of our names. He was puzzled at first, reluctant 
to wear it, but then he smiled, pleased, as if he’d 
convinced himself that an unknown force, an 
accommodating spirit, an ectoplasmic gift-giver 
had deftly delivered the trinket in recognition 
of his physical prowess. He put it on, took the 
towel off and I slumped further into the corner, 
overpowered by the simple action of watching 
him. 

He wears the chain and pendant incessantly now 
and I watch him equally as often. To the store, out 
with friends, at work, in bed. I knew he would love 
the piece of jewelry because I know him. I know 
his taste, his schedule, his idiosyncrasies. But 
he doesn’t know I see him wear it, that I see him 
put it on, see him cautiously examine himself in 
the chipped black framed mirror that hangs on 
the back of his door - tucking the necklace safely 
under his t-shirt before he cuts the light and 
leaves.

I’m no stalker, though. Stalkers are messy. 
Stalkers are possessive. Stalkers are amateurs. 
They always eventually go knife-wielding apeshit 

and want it to end in death or assassination with all of that 
“If I can’t have you, no one can have you” bullshit. No. I’m no 
stalker. I’m an observer, a documentarian of the effervescent 
beauty, smoldering masculinity and nonchalant sexuality 
that is Arthur.

He’s a proud cat on the Serengeti as he walks to catch the 
B train. His limbs perfectly toned, the pockets of muscle so 
lean, so sinewy that surely no additives and preservatives 
and trans fats and negative nutritional value ever pass his 
lips. But they do. I know because I watch him eat, too. I see 
him snack. I’ve observed his erratic frenzied food fair after a 
long night of alcohol and nicotine with wrappers and crumbs 
and smears of chocolate and cheese on his chin threatening to 
destroy the beautiful body I’ve come to enjoy more with each 
passing day. But the calories never surface, never mar the 
skin with dimpled fat or wrinkles or blemishes. Perhaps it’s 
the strenuous workouts from 8-10am everyday, but perhaps 
it’s mainly genetics - although genetics like that rarely reach 
more than one progeny per generation. I know this for sure. 

illustration: M
iguel V

illalobos
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illustration: A
robal B

artek

I didn’t believe she could hypnotize me, but she did. She said, “it may work for you but there is no guar-
antee”. I decided to close my eyes, then I heard her voice asking me to picture various ballons attatched 
to my fingers. Surprisingly my left hand started to feel lighter
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I thought of you again today. I can’t think about anything else but you, somehow it helps me to go 
through my classes today. I want to talk to you after school. Text me when you are done. 
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collage:s Justin W
orsdale 
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PORTFOLIO
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DE MIGUEL VILLALOBOS
[EL REY DE NUEVA YORK]
styled by Graham Tabor

REY ARTURO
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BY ARNALDO ANAYA-LUCCA
[THE DEEP END]

POOL
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by Nicolas Wagner
[THE GOAL IS POSSESSION]

Penalty
“I keep trying but things seem to never 
change. Now I try not to look back.”
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BY NICOLAS WAGNER
[OUR MAGIC MAN]

SOMETHING TOLD ME THAT HE KNEW ME. 
WITH ONE GLANCE HE PIERCED THROUGH ME 
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does all of arthur’s biddings for 1 day...and luvs every minute of it

MATT THE 
INTERN
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Gaspard and Noel at Request Models Agency (NYC)
 

Billy Miller

THANX
 Arnaldo Anaya-Lucca

Ashton Anders

 Arobal Bartek
Miguel Villalobos

Jules Julien

Fixx Invictus
Gordon West

Justin Worsdale


